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SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR AUTOMATED related to 1 ) knowledge extraction , 2 ) event detection , 3 ) 
DETECTION , REASONING AND estimation and ranking for cyber - alerts , and 4 ) risk estima 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESILIENT tion and recommendation . In some embodiments , these 
CYBER SYSTEMS methods for performing knowledge extraction include mod 

5 eling a set of specifications to build a knowledge graph using 
CLAIM TO PRIORITY a data - driven approach to capture behavioral information of 

each entity . The event detection portion can be accomplished 
This application claims priority to and incorporates by by methods that include augmenting knowledge graph with 

reference in its entirety U.S. Patent Application No. 62/406 , information in the data stream to detect an abstract “ abstract 
699 filed by the same applicant on 11 Oct. 2016 . 10 event ” or a “ kill - chain event . ” . Explanation and ranking 

techniques include explaining the relationship ( or an attack 
STATEMENT AS TO RIGHTS TO INVENTIONS pathway ) from an entity ( user or host ) and an event context 
MADE UNDER FEDERALLY - SPONSORED to another entity ( a high - value resource ) and an event 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT context ( attack or service failure ) . Risk estimation and 
15 Recommendation methodologies estimate risk or interest 

This invention was made with Government support under ingness measures to rank “ alerts ” on an entity by studying 
Contract DE - AC0576RL01830 awarded by the U.S. Depart the behavior within the knowledge graph . 
ment of Energy . The Government has certain rights in the KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION : In one arrangement 
invention . modeling the data streams from multiple cyber data sources 

20 as a property graph constitutes a basic step in the process . An 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION information technology infrastructure collects multiple 

types of data such as network traffic ( also referred to as 
Cyber security is one of the most critical problems of our netflow ) , and event logs . The network traffic data stream 

time . Notwithstanding enormous strides that researchers and provides information about the communication between 
practitioners have made in modeling and analyzing network 25 machines , while the event logs provides information about 
traffic , attackers find newer and more effective methods for user - level activities through events reported by operating 
launching attacks , which means defenders must revisit the system software or other applications such as a word pro 
problem with a new perspective . While it is acknowledged cessor or web browsing software . We describe a set of 
that not all attacks can be detected and prevented , a system methods to transform these multiple data sources into a 
should be able to continue operating in the face of such an 30 single , unified representation referred to hereafter as a cyber 
attack and provide its core services or missions even in a knowledge graph or a knowledge graph . In some examples 
degraded manner . To build such a resilient system , it is the cyber knowledge graph is an instance of a property graph 
important to be proactive in detecting and reasoning about concept , which is a variant of a semantic graph concept . A 
emerging threats in an enterprise network and their potential semantic graph is a data structure that captures the interac 
effects on the organization , and then identify optimal actions 35 tion or connection ( often referred as an edge ) between a set 
to best defend against these risks . of entities ( or nodes ) . An example of a semantic graph is 
To help in understanding the problem an example sce representation of a social network that captures friendship or 

nario is provided . Assume that a cyber analyst is tasked to professional relationships between a set of people . Property 
protect an information technology infrastructure of a finan Property graphs are a specialization of semantic graphs , 
cial institution or a university . The list of resources to protect 40 where each of the nodes and edges can capture additional 
includes databases containing sensitive data such as payroll attributes or details in the form of arbitrary sets of key - value 
or personally identifiable information , and other critical pairs . In one of the embodiments the cyber knowledge graph 
services , such as email , Internet access , or business systems . is a semantic graph model capturing the association between 
The goal of the analyst is to maximize the availability of three types of entities : users , machines and applications and 
these network resources while protecting the system integ- 45 their properties . This method and proposed representation is 
rity from malicious attacks . A typical system has hundreds agnostic to the applications or software platforms that gen 
of thousands of devices or workstations that connect to the erate the network traffic or event logs datasets that model the 
infrastructure daily . We also have a similar number of users behavior and form the basis for the tripartite cyber knowl 
who employ one or more devices to connect to multiple edge graph . Such a representation supports heterogeneous 
network resources and perform tasks . Hence a need exists in 50 computing environments observed in most internally man 
such an environment to continuously monitor the vast aged or cloud - based information technology infrastructures . 
amount of data flowing through the network , detect and In this exemplary embodiment the nodes in the cyber 
reason potential problems , and prioritize about how and knowledge graph represent software systems such as a 
where to respond . The present disclosure provides a series of workstation or virtual machine ( subsequently referred to as 
advancements toward addressing these needs . 55 machine ) and capture the vulnerability of these systems as 

Additional advantages and novel features of the present an attribute . Likewise the edges in this graph represent , for 
disclosure will be set forth as follows and will be readily example , the following relationships : user - machine edges 
apparent from the descriptions and demonstrations set forth capture access control configurations that describe which 
herein . Accordingly , the following descriptions of should be user has access to a specific workstation or mobile device . 
seen as illustrative of the invention and not as limiting in any 60 Attributes of this edge indicate whether the user has admin 
way . istrative access to the relevant resource . Similarly , commu 

nication between two networked software entities ( such as a 
SUMMARY workstation or a virtual machine ) can be represented as 

edges between nodes representing machines and applica 
The present disclosure provides descriptions of systems 65 tions . 

and methods for securing an IT ( information technology ) EVENT DETECTION : One set of methods that operate 
system using a set of techniques for accomplishing tasks on this cyber knowledge graph model detect behavioral 
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anomalies around real - word entities represented by graph to infer behavioral signatures for a single user account , 
nodes , map the anomalous behavior and recommend altera which can be further aggregated to infer group - level behav 
tions to the cyber infrastructure configuration to improve its ior of users or machines within an organization . Detailed 
robustness . As an example of the resulting capability pro examples of such hierarchical aggregation from the cyber 
vided by the implementation of these methods an organiza- 5 knowledge graph are described hereafter . 
tion will be able to a ) detect when a user ( who is a potential As described earlier , we train a LSTM Neural Network 
insider threat ) connects to multiple network services that are model to detect important behavioral shifts at each layer of 
inconsistent with his profile , b ) evaluate risk and explain the multi - scale graph model . Graphs are discrete data struc 
why detected activity should be investigated by a human tures , whereas neural networks operate on continuous , dif 
expert and , c ) recommend altering network security con- 10 ferentiable variables . Therefore , we first transform the graph 
figurations such as restricting user's access to specific models at each scale to a continuous valued representation 
resources or applications to minimize the risk to the larger in high - dimensional vector space . Effectively , the graph 
infrastructure . Today , none of the state - of - the - art systems model is transformed into a tabular representation where the 
provide an end - to - end analytics and decision support capa features learnt on every node preserve the topological prop 
bility outlined as above . 15 erties associated with its neighborhood . Typically , each node 

In one embodiment an event detection component that is in the graph model becomes a point in 50 , 100 or 200 
robust to varying contexts or scenarios that emerge around dimensional vector space . 
an entity of interest , where the entity can be a user or a LSTMs are a specialization of Recurrent Neural Networks 
device represented as a node in the cyber knowledge graph . ( RNN ) , which has the form of a chain of repeating neural 
The state of the art anomaly detection systems typically 20 network modules . The RNNs have emerged as the preferred 
focuses anomaly detection to a single data stream , such as neural network architecture for data that is modeled as a 
either network traffic or event logs . On the contrary , our sequence . In the context of the Cyber Knowledge Graph , a 
developed method first unifies multiple data sources into a sequence can represent all communication records associ 
unified property graph representation . ated with a given machine , or the sequence of activities ( that 

In the described embodiment , anomalies can appear 25 are learnt from the communication records ) associated with 
through the formation of different subgraph structures . Our a user account on multiple workstations . Given a sequence , 
primary contribution is a neural network based method that predicting the next element is often a frequent task for 
detects anomalies by analyzing the changes in the Cyber sequence - based data such as a stream of events occurring on 
Knowledge Graph at multiple scales . It first monitors sub a workstation . Sometimes , we can accurately predict an 
graph changes at a fine grained resolution in a very specific 30 event that will occur on a workstation just based on the 
context . Next , potential changes detected in such specific , previous event . But in many cases , accurate prediction 
fine grained resolution are propagated upwards to a broader requires preserving a longer context or history . LSTMs are 
context and a decision is emitted when multiple signals in a variant of RNNs that are specially designed to track 
the broader context suggest a definitive shift in behavior . We longer - term dependencies . 
build a multi - scale graph model from the original property 35 However , as we remember a longer history and seek to 
graph , and then train Long - Short Term Memory ( LSTM ) predict a specific class of anomaly , it is important to identify 
Neural Network to process information at each scale and which subset of machine - to - machine communications or 
emit a decision . events on a specific machine has a larger impact on the 

In one context the event detection approach functions anomaly . We do not want to put equal emphasis on every 
similarly to the process of human reading . As humans read 40 thing that is held in the history or the model's memory . Also 
through a long news or research article , we read a single known as Attention Mechanism , we account for such vari 
sentence at a time , while understanding of each sentence is able influence via training another layer of a Neural Network 
accomplished through reading the words which make up the for each of the LSTM models involved in the overall Neural 
sentence . Our reading and interpretation of the content is Network architecture . 
robust to the order and selection of words , as the same topic 45 REASONING AND EXPLAINING RISK : While detec 
can be described using a different combination of words , an tion of an anomalous behavior is an important first step , 
obviously in different order . Also , starting from the word automated verification and articulation of its criticality is 
level , we constantly aggregate information to a higher level also important . Any large information technology infrastruc 
of context . Thus as we process a stream of words and ture generates a large number of anomalous event signals 
sentences , we are able to draw multiple conclusions while 50 every day . Typically , such number overwhelms the ability of 
being robust to extreme variation in input . Our method for the human workforce to respond to each of them in a timely 
detecting events in the graph model functions similarly . We fashion . Also , even when a human expert responds to an 
treat individual communications between a pair of alert , the first step is to reverse engineer the cause of the 
machines , or an event such as a user starting a web browser anomaly , followed by looking ahead and determining the 
like words , the session in which such interactions or events 55 criticality of the event . Given the current system state and an 
occur like sentences . Therefore , detecting a large - scale event event , the criticality of the event is typically determined by 
such as a new pattern of behavior for a user or a network looking for a high - probability sequence of potential future 
device is similar to the process of extracting meaning from events that can lead to compromise of critical resources in 
sentences in a document . the infrastructure . Our second embodiment is aimed at 
We extract a multi - scale graph model from the original 60 discovering a chain of potential events connecting the cur 

cyber knowledge graph to represent such hierarchical struc rent system state to a future “ breached ” system state where 
ture for aggregation of information , from high - resolution , an adversary has ownership of critical resources in the 
narrower context to coarser - resolution , broader context . For infrastructure . The human expert may not be notified if such 
example , we may first aggregate information such as all " event sequence " or " attack pathways " are low - probability . 
machine - to - machine communication for a given IP address , 65 We refer to this entire reasoning process involving identi 
and then aggregate activities ( discovered from the commu fication of event sequences to a system breach and ascer 
nication sequence ) across multiple workstations or devices taining its likelihood as an “ Explanation Task ” . 
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An explanation task may be executed following any Bootstrapping with a small dataset collected from human 
anomalous event . If a high - probability “ attack pathway ” is user studies , this mechanism enables us to automatically 
found , it will be presented to the human expert as an expand the training dataset and learn a model with high 
" explanation ” for him to investigate the anomaly . Before capacity . 
proceeding further , it needs to be recognized that such 5 Similar to our event detection method , using the Deep 
reasoning happens over an information representation that is Learning approach on the Cyber Knowledge Graph model 
much abstract than raw events ( such as a user opening a web requires us to transform relevant nodes and paths into a 
browser or a mobile device communicating with a server ) . continuous vector space representation . Our proposed met 
Therefore , we introduce “ event nodes ” in the Cyber Knowl rics to rank the user - specified question - answer pairs are 
edge Graph , and seek to find potential sequences ( or paths ) 10 derived from this continuous vector space information rep 

resentation . One proposed metric is “ Coherence ” . Given a of event nodes in Knowledge Graph while leveraging other path composed of Cyber Knowledge Graph nodes , its coher contextual information available in the graph . ence is measured in terms of tightness of the nodes in the Finding paths in a graph structure is a well - defined 
problem in literature . However , it is important to recognize 15 “ Specificity ” . Given a path composed of Cyber Knowledge high - dimensional vector space . Another proposed metric is 
that the problem of finding path connecting two events ( from Graph nodes , its specificity is measured in terms of the an anomaly to a potential breach state ) is vastly different relative importance of the nodes , and the frequency ( or 
than earlier formulations . This is because most of the prior rarity ) of the relationships that connects them . 
studies are done in the context of finding shortest paths Our user studies indicate the answers with highest coher 
connecting two nodes in a graph , or finding the shortest path 20 ence and specificity are most preferred . Next , we build a 
between two nodes that satisfies user specified constraints . Deep Neural Network using two layers of Bi - Directional 
Finding route on a map with minimum distance or the Long Short - Term Memory Networks , an Attention Layer , 
shortest route with specific constraints ( such having a gas and a Dense Network layer . Given an event sequence and a 
station on the way ) are examples of such problem . Unlike pair of query entities , we develop an algorithm to perform a 
the route - finding problem in maps , the best answer to a 25 graph walk as guided by the model . Given a graph and two 
question in the cyber security context ( e.g. why is an event query nodes , a graph walk is a process that involves stepping 
a potential threat ? ) is not completely derivable from a through intermediate nodes and finding a path that connects 
data - driven model . In most circumstances , human experts the query nodes . While visiting a node during the walk , it 
use “ background knowledge ” to determine risk , where involves exploring all the neighbors of the node to determine 
" background knowledge ” refers to information obtained 30 where to visit next . We deviate from traditional methods in 

that our graph walk is steered by the machine - learning from prior experience , or information that is not explicitly model described as above . Given the query nodes , and a available in the data . The lack of explicit information is partial trajectory the machine - learning model predicts a driven by practical limitations in data integration , the bottle point in high - dimensional vector space to visit next . We neck of human knowledge acquisition . The fast pace of 35 implement a membership operator that provides a reverse evolution of software and hardware systems is another mapping of the vector space point to a node in the graph and reason behind this challenge . Security properties associated select it as the next node for visiting . 
with the software and hardware systems in a cyber infra Finally , we provide a commonplace example of such 
structure evolve faster than we can systematically collect " explanatory questions " and " answering strategies " . 
information about them . 40 Assume that a financial analyst is tasked with discovering 

This motivates us to embrace a human - in - the - loop emerging business trends . He finds that Ford Motors have 
approach , where we collect examples of question - answer for recently imported a high volume of Palladium , which is 
relevant analytics questions . The questions are posed in the unusual given its past history of import - export records . 
context of Cyber Knowledge Graph entity pairs and answers Thus , we pose an " explanation query ” with the pair ( Ford 
are collected as pathways involving event nodes in the 45 Motors , Palladium ) and seek to find a meaningful path 
Cyber Knowledge Graphs . We also prompt human users to through a Knowledge Graph that explains their relationship . 
annotate the answers with a " rank " and provide justification Given the a semantic graph representation of Wikipedia , we 
for ranking . find the three following answers : 
Next , we train a Deep Neural Network architecture using Ford is a Car Manufacturer , Car Manufacturer make Cars , 

the Long Short - Term Memory ( LSTM ) network as a build Cars contain Catalytic Convertors , Catalytic Conver 
ing block . Robust training of the deep neural network tors uses Palladium . 

Ford is a Manufacturer , Manufacturer makes Products , models requires a large amount of data , which often out Products use Rare Earth Mineral , Palladium is a Rare weighs the amount of question - answer pairs we can solicit Earth Mineral . from human experts . The introduction of question - answer Ford has headquarters USA , USA was involved in cold metrics in terms of properties derived from the Cyber war with Russia , Russia is major supplier of Palladium . Knowledge Graph further enhances the applicability . In one Our ranking metrics indicate that the first answer has highest embodiment we compute a set of metrics ( defined later ) for coherence and specificity . The second answer scores lower every human - specified question - answer pair . Next , we gen with specificity , while the third answer has lowest coher 
erate a large volume of question - answer pairs by first 
sampling entity pairs from different parts of the Cyber RISK ESTIMATION AND RECOMMENDATION : 
Knowledge Graph . Next , we generate candidate paths that Another capability of the present disclosure focuses on 
connect each of the entities in a query . Since two nodes in recommendations for altering the cyber infrastructure con 
the graph can be connected via a large number of paths , we figuration to lower the possibility of a security breach . In one 
only restrict ourselves to selecting discriminative paths 65 particular arrangement , the invention exists in a computer 
between an entity pair and then rank them using the afore implemented method of administering a resilient cybersys 
mentioned metrics . tem and a system for implementing such a method . In 

50 

55 

60 ence . 
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particular the method includes the steps of creating a het FIGS . 4 and 5 shows additional examples of implemen 
erogeneous network of networks model of the cybersystem tations of the present disclosure . 
using at least one tripartite arrangement containing at least FIG . 6 shows an example of how graph - based models can 
two subgraphs ; each subgraph representing a distinct activ be effective in determining a profile for a user . 
ity within the cybersystem , analyzing user traffic within the 5 FIG . 7 shows the interaction of models of various types of 
cyber system utilizing the model to ascertain anomalies data can be arranged and presented . 
within the cyber system and restricting activities such as a FIG . 8 shows an example of event detection in cyber 
user's access to a portion of the cyber system based upon network using hierarchical attention model . 
identification of anomalies using the model . In some FIG . 9 demonstrates the embodiment of explanation 
instances , these subgraphs could include a user - host graph 10 mechanism in a cyber / social graph and demonstrates how a 

connection between Person X and Malicious Act can take and a host - application graph and in some cases the tripartite 
networks model could model the interaction between the place . 

user , the host and the application . In some cases the analysis FIG . 10 shows a simple network infrastructure . 
FIG . 11 shows an embodiment of event detection for of user traffic includes determining the presence of a lateral 15 “ Flu ” using a twitter graph from a known location . attack by finding a graph - walk problem . FIG . 12 shows explanation embodiment in social network The creation of a heterogeneous network of networks like Facebook . 

model could include developing an abstraction of a mission FIG . 13 shows an example of an explanation for an 
( such as an IT network or a node within the IT network , or alternative application such as in a stock market scenario 
a device or account within the IT network ) in terms of 20 FIG . 14 shows examples of a screenshot from on instan 
concrete entities whose behavior can be monitored and tiation of the invention . 
controlled . The restriction of access within the system could 
be instigated based upon the identification of calculated DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
reachability score above a predefined threshold . The pre EMBODIMENTS 
defined threshold in some instances can be coordinated with 25 
various graded levels of access or activity restriction within The description provided on the following pages includes 
the system . In some application the step of restricting further various examples and embodiments . It will be clear from 
restricting access within the system includes calculating a this description of the disclosure that the invention is not 
reachability score reflective of the scope of a potential limited to these illustrated embodiments but that it also 
attack , and tailoring the scope of restrictions to the areas 30 includes a variety of modifications and embodiments 
within the scope . This calculation can be performed with a thereto . Therefore the present description should be seen as 
greedy algorithm or other process appropriate for perform illustrative and not limiting . While the descriptions are 
ing such a calculation . susceptible of various modifications and alternative con 
A resulting implementation of the method could result in structions , it should be understood , that there is no intention 

a cybersecurity system having a security feature that 35 to limit the invention to the specific form disclosed . 
includes a heterogeneous network of networks model of the Building resilient systems for use both today and tomor 
cybersystem , the model comprising at least one tripartite row requires algorithms to continuously answer questions 
arrangement having at least two subgraphs , that monitors akin to those posed to human experts : 1 ) is there a problem ? 
and reviews activity in the system and identifies and assess 2 ) What kind of problem is it ? 3 ) How can we change the 
threats to the system and provides information to trigger 40 system to deal with the problem ? 4 ) What are the implica 
compensatory measures to restrict access or activity within tions of these changes ? These questions naturally map into 
the system or otherwise mollify potential dangers to the decision making processes such as OODA loop that involves 
system or portion of the system . In some instances the observe ( collecting information ) , orient ( processing the in 
tripartite model includes subgraphs representing a user - host formation ) , decide ( determining a course of action ) and act 
graph and a host - application graph or a user - host - application 45 implementing the action ) phases . In this disclosure these 
model . simple , critical questions are used to propose solutions based 

Various advantages and novel features of the present on machine - learning techniques applied to graph theoretic 
invention are described herein and will become further models . Graphs have generally been popular for modeling 
readily apparent to those skilled in this art from the follow the connectivity across multiple entities , such as a network 
ing detailed description . In the preceding and following 50 of machines . However , defending today's complex cyber 
descriptions I have shown and described only the preferred infrastructures requires thinking in terms of graphs not only 
embodiment of the invention , by way of illustration of the at the network traffic level , but understanding security 
best mode contemplated for carrying out the invention . As dependencies that are created by relations between users , 
will be realized , the invention is capable of modification in machines , and applications . 
various respects without departing from the invention . 55 In one set of embodiments these security dependencies 
Accordingly , the drawings and description of the preferred and relations can be categorized into various types , for 
embodiment set forth hereafter are to be regarded as illus example : Relations induced by Access Control : Typically , a 
trative in nature , and not as restrictive . user has multiple registered devices that interact with the 

system . Therefore , infiltration of one device can potentially 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 60 compromise other devices registered to the same account . It 

is possible that no direct traffic between two devices is 
FIG . 1 shows examples of various relationships between discovered , but both may be controlled by an attacker from 

entities in a typical system . outside of the enterprise . Relations between Applications : A 
FIG . 2 shows the formation of a multiscale structure or content management system ( CMS ) may pull information 

neural network for modeling the attack . 65 from a database hosted in a different part of the network . If 
FIG . 3 shows an application of the method of the present the CMS is tied to a mission critical application , its avail 

disclosure in one application . ability and integrity now are tied to the vulnerability of the 
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database server , the network host where the database service and Applications : software performing various local or 
is running , and the user's security configuration running the cross - network actions across the hosts . The relationships 
service ( e.g. , password strength , etc. ) . Many attacks begin across these features can also be modeled and correlated . As 
with access obtained through social engineering techniques , shown in FIG . 1 relationships across these entities could 
such as sending phishing emails . Once a user clicks on such 5 include 1. Has - access ( user , host ) : Indicating user has access 
an email , the attackers find a foothold within the enterprise to host . Such relationship can also include an is - admin 
and can traverse through the network exploiting security attribute and an application - set attribute capturing the ser 
dependencies . As the attackers navigate the complex web of vices or applications it can access on the host . 2. Low - level 
security dependencies , the defenders and the algorithms event ( host , host , application ) : Indicating a network flow 
assisting them need to think in the same realm . 10 from one host to another through a specific application 

In one embodiment we utilize three techniques to address protocol . It may also indicate an event that happens locally 
these issues . First , we describe a way to detect anomalies on a single host such as starting a browser without connect 
using a combination of graph - based algorithms and neural ing to any server . 
network . Second , we determine if an anomalous event From this framework a series of deep learning approaches 
presents a risk to an enterprise and automatically explain the 15 were applied to the information in the tripartite network 
risk to a user via historical example . Third , we model model . Decisions by human analysts are not directly driven 
complex interactions between users , machines , and applica by low - level information such as network traffic or event 
tions and recommend actions to exploit this structure to logs . They are correlated with knowledge such as network 
minimize risk around impacted resources or users . The topology , access control configurations , and behavioral pat 
following descriptions provide various examples of the 20 terns of different applications , services and users . Therefore , 
implementation of such techniques . we model complex concepts such as events as a combination 
Our first technique has a dual focus . We seek to detect of entities drawn from the above set and their interactions . 

anomalous behaviors in a cyber system and map the anoma Insights derived from these data are further distilled to 
lous event to a specific attack tactics such as privilege higher level concepts such as attack techniques , and even 
escalation , defense evasion , command and control etc. Fur- 25 potential actors and their intents . Formally , such hierarchies 
ther , we seek to map the attack tactics to known groups of can be represented by tree data structures as shown below . 
attackers . Such mapping allows an organization to deter A principal idea behind Deep Learning is to learn complex 
mine attacker's intent and reason about which resources to representations by composing simpler representations in a 
defend with higher priority . In the rest of the discussion , we hierarchical or multi - layer fashion . Thus , we define the ADA 
refer to this task as dual - task of Anomaly Detection and 30 task as a tree - classification problem where the leaves of the 
Attribution ( ADA ) . Detecting an anomalous event alone is tree are drawn from events described over the tri - partite 
not enough or useful for a cyber defender . The information network model . 
technology infrastructure of any organization generates a FIG . 2 shows the formation of a multiscale structure or 
large volume of anomalous events every day . Also , the state neural network for modeling the attack . We use a multi - scale 
of the art systems typically detects the anomaly and leaves 35 neural network approach to perform this task . The first 
the determination of attack techniques and further projection neural network operates on events described in terms of 
of intent to the human expert . The volume of events often entities and relationships from the tri - partite network model . 
outgrows the available resources in a security team . There Low - level events are aggregated for entities of interest as 
fore , most defense strategies focus on responding to anoma drawn from the tri - partite network to form a sequence . The 
lies around high - valued or well - known resources , which is 40 second is then input into a neural network that generates a 
a limiting approach to begin with . Post - mortem analysis probability of the sequence corresponding to an attack 
from most security breaches reveal that attackers assumed activity . The second neural network aggregates outputs from 
valid user identities by compromising various non - descript the first network . At the second layer , the aggregation need 
systems those users had used or logged in . By augmenting not be restricted to single - entity levels . We process the 
the anomaly detection process to attribution of attack tech- 45 tri - partite network model to generate multiple groups of 
niques and intent , we dramatically expands the monitoring interest . For example , a group of interest refers to a set of 
scope in a security infrastructure . users with same role , where role is determined by behavioral 
Our data model and methodology is based on the concept patterns observed in the host - host interactions as well as use 

of graphs . A graph is defined as a data structure describing of applications . Similarly , a group is defined to represent 
the relationship ( also referred to as edges ) between a set of 50 service clusters . A service cluster represents a set of hosts 
entities ( also referred to as nodes ) . For example , we can providing application services that are related by the same 
model network traffic as a graph with every unique internet dependency . 
protocol ( IP ) address represented as a node in the graph . Generally , we extract such groups using role - mining 
Communications between the IP addresses are summarized techniques , where a role is aimed to group nodes in a graph 
and represented as edges between the nodes . In other words , 55 with similar features , whereas the features may be both 
if two IP addresses exchange 10,000 packets during the structural ( machines that connect to many other machines 
observed period , we will summarize all of the communica primarily through specific applications are denoted as serv 
tions as a single edge and use the total exchanged bytes or ers ) as well as attributes of the nodes and edge . Such 
packet duration as edge weight . The set of entities and their attributes include : the total duration of all interactions a node 
relationships can belong to multiple classes . In one embodi- 60 participated in over the course of a day , the number of said 
ment we utilized a tri - partite cyber network model that interactions , the number of unique applications in commu 
captures relationships between three classes of entities nications where the given node is the source IP , the number 
( hence the name tri - partite ) : In this example this included of protocols used in interactions involving the given node , 
Network hosts : a network enabled device such as a personal and the total numbers of packets and bytes exchanged in 
computer , a mobile phone or a computer server . The host can 65 communications involving the given node . 
have attributes such as resource type , unique ID . Users : an The neural networks classify sequences that represent 
account used to control or perform actions on the machines , nodes in a graph . The graph may represent the tri - partite 
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network model itself , or another graph such as the multi does not fully explain the context . It leads to loss of 
scale tree - structure derived from the tri - partite network information or important contextual information . 
model . Processing of the graph data structures using neural This motivates us to consider approaches to use data 
networks require a transformation of the graph data , in representations that are more descriptive than an ( entity , 
which the nodes of the graph are mapped to a high- 5 score ) pair , or ( entity - pair , score ) pair . Instead , we use a 
dimensional vector space embeddings . In one example we subgraph - based representation to capture the event with 
used the well - known node2vec algorithm for learning these complete context . Next , we translate the event graph into a 
embeddings . FIG . 3 shows an application of the method of sequence using a canonical ordering defined by a domain 
the present disclosure in one application . In this example the based ontology . The canonical ordering ensures that events 
composition of multiple neural networks that operate on the 10 of similar types are translated into the same sequence even 
multi - scale structure are derived from a graph model repre if their data elements appear in the data in differing order . 

Not all events are reported with the same level of informa senting collective behavior of users , machines and applica 
tions in multi - source cyber applications . tion . In fact , it is rather expected to have different data 

collection modules represent the same event in different Attention mechanisms have been shown to be a critical 15 ways depending on their version and underlying software performance driver for deep learning algorithms . Attention platforms . Finally , we use a neural network based algorithm mechanisms allow us to specify the importance of an entity to process the sequence generated from the event subgraph 
in a given context . They allow the model to learn its relative and rank them . 
importance in the given context , without treating every In one example we specifically used a variant of Recur 
entity with equal importance . Such mechanisms are con- 20 rent Neural Network such as Long - Short Term Memory 
tinuously reflected in human conversations , where the rel Network ( LSTM ) to learn the vector space embeddings for 
evance or value of a word , whether it is a name of an entity , each node in the graph . Given a sequence representation of 
a verb or adjective , strongly depends on the context . In the an event subgraph , we compute the following scores : Coher 
cyber parlance , the communication with a specific class of ence : We define the coherence of a sequence as the variance 
server can be used to establish a baseline behavior of a group 25 of sequence elements ’ vector space embeddings . Specificity : 
of users with same role . However , communication with the Given a sequence of elements representing graph nodes , we 
same server can represent an anomaly for a user in a measure specificity as the median of degree ( or other graph 
different role . The attention mechanism also changes theoretic metric such as PageRank or Centrality ) values 
depending on the target context . Some attack techniques extracted from the sequence . Assuming the graph node 
( such as the variants of a ping sweep ) are employed by 30 embeddings are learned with sufficiently high accuracy , our 
multiple attacker groups , and is often a first step for explor experiments and user studies reveal high effectiveness of 
ing a breached infrastructure . Therefore , while observing a these metrics to reveal meaningful relationships between a 
" ping sweep ” event is useful to conclude an attack activity set of entities . Most importantly , these metrics provide with 
from low - level event observations , it is not very useful to a means to evaluate the likelihood of a subgraph occurring 
determine the specific intent behind the attack . Specifically , 35 with a collection of entities in the absence of any labeled 
given an entity and a specific context represent as a set data . In an ideal condition , when labels are available for each 
( unordered sequence ) or a sequence of entities , an attention such sequence , we can proceed further to train a model and 
function needs to compute the importance of that entity in classify the subgraphs as belong to specific categories . 
that context . We compute the attention functions by extract Examples of such arrangements are found in FIGS . 4 and 5 . 
ing node - level graph metrics ( such as degree , page rank and 40 We illustrate the impact of the disclosure in multiple cyber 
distributional statistics derived from label and motif distri application scenarios as follows : Consider John , an 
butions ) from the tri - partite network model and the derived employee working on a Department of Energy project who 
multi - scale graph model . launches a job in his organizational cloud - based environ 

Detection of an anomaly is followed by attribution . Attri ment . Our goal is to categorize that activity as normal or 
bution is a critical step for explaining the evolution of an 45 unusual . FIG . 6 shows how graph - based models can be 
attack or confirming the presence of a security breach . We effective in determining a profile for John and establish 
describe the task of attribution as returning a subset of data normative behavior . We first develop a behavioral profile for 
that provides a concrete example of the hypothesized attack John , which is obtained by aggregating multiple data 
or breach . Most of the state of the art anomaly detection sources into a single knowledge graph . As FIG . 6 shows , 
techniques focus on computing a point - wise or entity - level 50 each edge between nodes may indicate a different relation , 
divergence score , where the score indicates the degree to potentially learned from a different data source . FIG . 6 is a 
which the entity deviates from its normative pattern of knowledge graph capturing an employee's profile . The text 
behavior . Some systems also report pairwise anomalies , in uppercase points to a potential data source from which the 
whereas a score is computed to measure the strength of relation was discovered . 
association between two entities . Typically , such scores are 55 The following illustrates a graph - based model of an event 
computed via Link Prediction techniques . However , such in which John launched an unusual job on a cluster . Starting 
computation of scores are limiting for attribution , or effi with a basic job description , we use the graph structure to 
ciently explaining the event that caused the anomaly . For infer the type of software or systems he is likely to use for 
example , consider a software engineer who frequently logs daily work . For example , researchers working on machine 
into a computational cluster from his desktop . Assume that 60 learning techniques are more likely to use graphical pro 
he also logs into company's email server from his mobile cessing unit based systems . We extend such inference abili 
using a virtual private network ( VPN ) gateway . However , if ties by studying the context of John's projects that allows us 
we observe a login from his mobile to the computational to reason about the network resources he should use . At this 
system through the gateway , it will need to be flagged or point , we know that John is a statistician working on 
reported . Using pointwise scores ( that employees action 65 high - energy physics projects . Finally , we ingest high - speed 
deviated from normal ) or pairwise scores ( that unusual login telemetry and log data streams and observe that John 
occurred from mobile to the VPN gateway ) is limiting as it launched a “ Solar Winds ” process , a well - known network 
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mapping tool ( see FIG . 7 ) . This is clearly inconsistent with Defining lateral movements as graph - walks allows us to 
the behavioral patterns we have learned about statisticians determine which nodes in the tripartite graph can be reached 
and high - energy physicists . By continuously running queries starting at a given node . From an attacker's perspective , 
that aim to detect behavior that is inconsistent with historic these nodes that can be " reached ” are exactly those mission 
patterns , we conclude that John initiated a computing task 5 components that can be attacked and compromised via 
that can be risky for the overall enterprise . FIG . 7 shows an exploits . The greater the number of nodes that can be 
example of how multiple data sources ( high - speed telemetry reached by the attacker , the more “ damage ” the attacker can 
data and behavioral patterns obtained from knowledge render to the mission or resource . Given a system snapshot 
graph ) can be unified in a single model for decision - making . and a compromised workstation or mobile device , we define 
FIG . 8 shows an example of event detection in cyber the “ Attacker’s Reachability ” as a measure that estimates the 

network using hierarchical attention model . FIG . 8 shows number of hosts at risk through a given number of system 
embodiment of event detection using hierarchical model in exploits . From a defender's perspective , putting some defen 
a cyber event graph . The green nodes indicate low level sive control on one of these nodes ( or edges ) allows the walk 
events observed in network or machines , blue nodes indicate to be broken at that point and the mission to be protected . 
an attack type and red node indicates the attacker group . An Such walk breaks can then be used to identify mission 
attacker group can be mapped to its known attack signatures , hardening strategies that reduce risk . 
while each attack type can be mapped to sequence of low Given the heterogeneity of a cyber system we consider 
level events . The hierarchical model learns these dependen effective hardening strategies from different perspectives . 
cies , enabling the identification of low level event to higher 20 Rather than focusing on manipulating the network topology 
level attack types ; and subsequently to a set of set of attacker under the assumption that the graph is homogeneous ( all 
groups . nodes have an identical role in a cyber system ) , we instead 
FIG . 9 demonstrates the embodiment of explanation present a framework for modeling lateral movement attacks 

mechanism in a cyber / social graph and demonstrates how a and propose a methodology for designing mission critical 
connection between Person X and Malicious Act can take 25 cyber systems that are resilient against such attacks . By 
place . As indicated multiple paths may exist in the graph modeling the enterprise as a tripartite network reflective of 
connecting “ Person X ” to “ Malicious Act ” . Using path the interaction between users , machines and applications 
coherence and specificity metrics for attention , we identify and propose a set of procedures to harden and strengthen the 
a reasonable explanation using historical example ( shown in network by increasing the cost of lateral movement and 
green ) , where another person “ Person 2 ” under “ Personal 30 preventing intrusions and predefined locations . 
Stress ” performed a malicious act . In one example we model lateral movement attack on a 
FIG . 10 shows a simple network infrastructure . Now , mission as a graph - walk problem on a tripartite user - host 

imagine we get some system alerts on a developer's system . application network that logically comprises two subgraphs : 
An analyst does not solely act on the alert . He accounts for a user - host graph and a host - application graph . The tripartite 
recent observed behavior in actual , high - volume observa- 35 network consisting of a set of users , a set of hosts and a set 
tions ( such as network traffic , event logs ) and determines if of applications is shown and modeled ( examples of model 
the involved resource or user account is compromised . He ing tools for such activities could be a Markov Random 
also maps the event to a phase in the kill - chain , or tries to Field . In addition , interaction between the network and a 
infer about potential attacker types and their intents . We user , their device , and a particular application are then also 
refer to this as phase 1 and denote as Abstract Event 40 modeled . ( While these items are described it is to be 
Detection task . In short , phase 1 will aim to connect an event understood that a variety of other items including load 
reported by the analytics to an attacker . Next , the analyst characteristics , access control , user role and network flow or 
tries to reason about risk . If a host or a user is compromised , other features . Preferably this is done with learned data but 
does it present a risk to the enterprise ? This requires finding it could also be done based upon a preprogrammed profile 
a potential path from the compromised resource to a com- 45 instead . 
promised state of a high - value target . We denote this as From these inputs and against these models , a series of 
phase 2 and denote as Explanation ( or reasoning ) task . comparisons can be made . This can be done for example , 
FIG . 11 shows an embodiment of event detection for using a Gibbs sampling to draw from these distributions and 

“ Flu ” using a twitter graph from a known location . A to reflect various policies so as to protect the mission . With 
location consists of group of users and users can be mapped 50 the understanding of these distributions , various policies can 
to set of keywords . The hierarchical attention model will be be put in place to protect the network when an out of place 
used to detect event of interest at a given location using element is detected . The present methodology enables a 
keyword that are relevant to a given event . FIG . 12 shows System to be Protected Against Lateral Attacks with Sig 
explanation embodiment in social network like Facebook . nificantly Fewer ( Approximately 1/3 ) changes to the system 
As indicated , a person of interest may be connected to 55 and with less disruption to the activities of the legitimate 
terrorist organization through meaningless paths like " living user . If a user ( Charlie ) accesses a network at a certain time 
in USA ” . Explanation generation using coherence and speci each day ( 8 am ) from a particular machine or device ( his 
ficity captures the relevant path as the chain of “ friendship ” tablet ) and accesses a select number of applications ( email ) 
relations shown in green . FIG . 13 shows an example of an a profile can be established and modeled mathematically as 
explanation for an alternative application such as in a stock 60 a distribution of such a combination of such factors by 
market scenario attempting to answer the question : Why segmentation on a user - host access graph . Against this 
“ Ford imported Palladium ” Explanation model using coher model then activities from this user can then be compared 
ence and specificity clearly distinguishes answer at right and deviations from the model identified and analyzed and 
( Ford- > US - UN- > Russia- > Palladium ) as being unrelated as necessary actions can be taken with regard to the par 
to the question posed . Further between answer at left , vs one 65 ticular user on account of their out of model behavior so as 
in middle , a human may prefer a more “ informative ” answer to prevent lateral movement within the system and to protect 
rather than a generic answer . mission components . 
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For example , if user Charlie modifies his access configu networks is even more challenging , and one can easily see 
ration by disabling the access of the existing account ( Char the necessity for constructing a heterogeneous graph model 
lie - 2 ) to host H3 and by creating a new user account as we have done . 
( Charlie - 1 ) for accessing H3 . An attacker cannot reach the In another aspect segmentation on user - host graph can be 
data server H5 though the printer H3 if Charlie - 2 is com 5 used as a countermeasure for suppressing lateral movement 
promised . In addition to this measure , other measures such attacks . Segmentation works by creating new user accounts 
as edge hardening in host - application graph via additional to separate user - host in order to alleviate the reachability of 
firewall rules on all network flows to H5 through HTTP , lateral movement . Segmentation can remove some edges 
Node hardening in host - application graph via system update from the access graph GC and then merge these removed 
or security patch installation on H5 and defining lateral 10 edges to create new user accounts . In doing so the same 
movements as graph walks allows us to determine which access functionality is retained while the constraints on 
nodes in the tripartite graph can be reached starting at a lateral movement attacks at the price of additional user 
given node . accounts are described . Various segmentation strategies are 

From an attacker's perspective , the nodes that can be described hereafter . 
“ reached ” are the mission components that can be attacked 15 In one embodiment ; a graph containing 5863 users , 4474 
and compromised via exploits . The greater the number of hosts , 3 applications , 8413 user - host access records and 
nodes that can be reached by the attacker , the more " dam 6230 host - application - host network flows was accumulated . 
age ” he / she can render to the mission . Given a system All experiments assume that the defender has no knowledge 
snapshot and a compromised workstation or mobile device , of which nodes are compromised and the defender only uses 
we can define the “ Attacker's Reachability ” as a measure 20 the given tripartite network configuration for segmentation 
that estimates the number of hosts at risk through a given and hardening . To simulate a lateral movement attack we 
number of system exploits . From a defender's perspective , randomly select 5 hosts ( approximates 0.1 % of total host 
putting some defensive control on one of these nodes ( or number ) as the initially compromised hosts and evaluate the 
edges ) allows the walk to be broken at that point . The reachability , which is defined as the fraction of reachable 
heterogeneity of a cyber system entails a network of net- 25 hosts by propagating on the tripartite graph from the initially 
works ( NoN ) representation of entities in the system allow compromised hosts . 
ing us to devise effective hardening strategies from different The initial node hardening level of each host is indepen 
perspectives . Examples of a screenshot from such a con dently and uniformly drawn from the unit interval between 
figuration is found in FIG . 14 . O and 1. The compromise probability matrix P is a random 

This differs from other models which focus on manipu- 30 matrix where the fraction of nonzero entries is set to be 10 % 
lating the network topology under the assumption that the and each nonzero entry is independently and uniformly 
graph is homogeneous , that is , all nodes have an identical drawn from the unit internal between 0 and 1. The compro 
role in a cyber system . Our model commences from a mise probability after handing , kj , is set to be 10 E 5 for all 
distinct premise namely that the cyber system is heteroge k and j . All experimental results are averaged over 10 trials . 
neous and thus incorporates several defensive actions for 35 Various segmentation strategies proposed on the user - host 
enhancing the resilience to lateral movement attacks . Fur graph . In particular a greedy host - first segmentation strategy 
ther examples and details of the proposed method are has been shown to be an effective approach to constrain 
outlined in the additional information . reachability given the same number of segmented edges 
By modeling lateral movement attacks as graph - walks on because accesses to high connectivity hosts ( i.e. , hubs ) are 

a user - host - application tripartite graph , we can specify the 40 segmented . For example , segmenting 15 % of user - host 
dominant factors affecting attacker's reachability and pro accesses can reduce the reachability to nearly one third of its 
pose greedy algorithms for network configuration changes to initial value . Greedy segmentation with score recalculation 
reduce the attacker's reachability of various parts of the is shown to be more effective than that without score 
system . We describe and characterize the effectiveness of recalculation since it is adaptive to user - host access modi 
three types of defensive controls against lateral movement 45 fication during segmentation . Greedy user - first segmentation 
attacks , each of which can be abstracted via a node or edge strategy is not as effective as the other strategies since 
operation on the tripartite graph . We provide quantifiable segmentation does not enforce any user - host access reduc 
demonstrations on the performance loss of the proposed tion and therefore after segmentation a user can still access 
greedy algorithms relative to the optimal batch algorithms the hosts but with different accounts . 
that have combinatorial computation complexity . We apply 50 In practice a user might be reluctant to use many accounts 
our algorithms to a real tripartite network dataset collected pursue his / her daily jobs even though doing so can greatly 
from a large enterprise and demonstrate that the proposed mitigate the risk from lateral movement attacks . We also 
approaches can significantly constrain attacker's reachabil investigate the impact of user - host access information asym 
ity and hence provide effective configuration recommenda metry on lateral movement attacks . Information asymmetry 
tions to secure the system . 55 means that the defender uses complete user - host access 

While described in a particular paradigm this model and information for segmentation whereas the attacker launch 
its associated techniques have applicability in many other ing a lateral movement attack can only leverage the known 
security domains . Two such areas are security in online user - host - access information . Lateral movement attacks can 
social networks ( OSN ) and in mobile networks . The prob be constrained when sufficient segmentation is implemented 
lem space in OSNs that we have in mind is that of attackers 60 and the user - host access information is limited to an attacker , 
creating fake accounts to target the trust underpinnings of otherwise a surge in reachability is expected . 
the OSN . The attacker using fake accounts establishes trust Various hardening strategies can be proposed . Greedy 
relationships with unsuspecting users . This can then be used edge hardening strategies with and without score recalcula 
to launch different types of attacks on the OSN such as spam tion have similar performance in reachability reduction , and 
distribution , wasting advertising clients ' resources by mak- 65 they outperform the greedy heuristic strategy that hardens 
ing the clients pay for spurious ad clicks or privacy breaches edges of highest compromise probability . The proposed edge 
for users of OSN . Preventing lateral movement in mobile hardening strategies indeed appear to find the nontrivial 
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edges affecting lateral movement . Node hardening strategies 8. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
using the node score function and _J lead to similar calculating respective specificity scores for the identified 
performance in reachability reduction , and they outperform anomalies indicative of relative importance of the 
the greedy heuristic strategy that hardens nodes of lowest nodes associated with each the respective anomalies ; 
hardening level . and 

Our experiments performed on a real dataset demonstrate wherein the generating the modification is further based 
the value and powerful insights from this unified model with on the specificity scores . 
respect to analysis performed on a single dimensional data 9. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
set . Through the tripartite graph model , the dominant factors calculating coherence scores for the identified anomalies 
affecting lateral movement are identified and effective algo indicative of relative tightness of nodes associated with 

each of the respective anomalies ; and rithms are proposed to constrain the reachability with theo wherein the generating the modification is further based retical performance guarantees . The results showed that our on the coherence scores . proposed approach can effectively contain lateral move 10. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : ments by incorporating the heterogeneity of the system . calculating reachability scores for the identified anoma Generalizing the described applications into work for k - par lies indicative of relative numbers of nodes accessible 
tite networks to model other dimensions of behavior ( au by each of the respective anomalies ; and 
thentication mechanisms , social profile of users etc. ) are also wherein the generating the modification is further based 
envisioned for further extension . on the reachability scores . 

While various preferred embodiments of the disclosure 20 11. The method of claim 10 , wherein the generating the 
are shown and described , it is to be distinctly understood that modification comprises inputting the reachability scores into 
this disclosure is not limited thereto but may be variously a greedy algorithm . 
embodied to practice within the scope of the following 12. The method of claim 11 , wherein the greedy algorithm 
claims . From the foregoing description , it will be apparent outputs respective scopes of restriction for the anomalies 
that various changes may be made without departing from 25 based on the reachability scores . 
the spirit and scope of the disclosure as defined by the 13. A system comprising a series of circuitry that imple 
following claims . ments a cyber security feature , the cyber security feature 

configured to : 
model an associated cyber system as a heterogenous What is claimed is : 

1. A computer - implemented method of protecting a cyber network of nodes using a tripartite user - host - applica 
tion graph comprising a user - host sub - graph and a system , the method comprising : host - application sub - graph ; modeling the cyber system as a heterogenous network of transform the tripartite user - host - application graph into a 

nodes using a tripartite user - host - application graph tabular representation that preserves topological prop 
comprising a user - host sub - graph and a host - applica- 35 erties of the nodes , wherein each of the nodes from the 
tion sub - graph ; tripartite user - host - application graph comprise a point 

transforming the tripartite user - host - application graph in multidimensional vector space within the tabular 
into a tabular representation that preserves topological representation ; 
properties of the nodes , wherein each of the nodes from analyze user traffic within the cyber system based on the 
the tripartite user - host - application graph comprise a 40 tabular representation to identify one or more anoma 
point in multidimensional vector space within the tabu lies within the cyber system , and 
lar representation ; generate at least one modification to the cyber system to 

analyzing user traffic within the cyber system based on the restrict activity within the cyber system based on the 
tabular representation to identify one or more anoma identified anomalies and the modeling ; and 
lies within the cyber system , and output the at least one modification . 

generating at least one modification to the cyber system to 14. The system of claim 13 , wherein the system is 
restrict activity within the cyber system based on the connected to the associated cyber system . 
identified anomalies and the modeling . 15. The system of claim 13 , wherein the cyber security 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the tripartite user - host feature is further configured to perform one or more graph 
50 walks between nodes of the tripartite user - host - application application graph comprises a hierarchical aggregation of graph . information , from high - resolution , narrower context to 16. The system of claim 15 , wherein at least one of the coarser - resolution , broader context . anomalies is based on the graph walks . 3. The method of claim 1 , wherein at least one of the 17. The system of claim 13 , wherein the generating the 

anomalies comprises an abstract event or a kill - chain event . 55 modification is further based on specificity , coherence , or 
4. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : reachability scores for the anomalies . 
performing a graph - walk based on the tripartite user - host 18. The system of claim 13 , wherein the multidimensional 

application graph . vector space comprises a 50 - dimensional vector space , a 
5. The method of claim 1 , wherein at least one of the 100 - dimensional vector space , or a 200 - dimensional vector 

anomalies comprises a graph - walk problem indicative of a 60 space . 
lateral attack . 19. The system of claim 13 , wherein : 

6. The method of claim 1 , wherein the analyzing the user the tripartite user - host - application graph comprises mul 
traffic uses a Long - Short Term Memory ( LSTM ) neural tiple scales ; and 
network to ascertain the anomalies . the cyber security feature is further configured to trans 

7. The method of claim 6 , wherein the LSTM neural 65 form the tripartite user - host - application graph into the 
network comprises an attention layer and a dense network tabular representation by transforming the tripartite 
layer . user - host - application model at each scale . 
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20. One or more non - transitory computer readable storage 

media that , when executed by one or more processors , 
causes the one or more processors to : 

model an associated cyber system as a heterogenous 
network of nodes using a tripartite user - host - applica- 5 
tion graph comprising a user - host sub - graph and a 
host - application sub - graph ; 

transform the tripartite user - host - application graph into a 
tabular representation that preserves topological prop 
erties of the nodes , wherein each of the nodes from the 10 
tripartite user - host - application graph comprise a point 
in multidimensional vector space within the tabular 
representation ; 

analyze user traffic within the cyber system based on the 
tabular representation to identify one or more anoma- 15 
lies within the cyber system ; and 

generate at least one modification to the cyber system to 
restrict activity within the cyber system based on the 
identified anomalies and the modeling ; and 

output the at least one modification . 20 

* * * * * 


